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*Create your own
Carnival at Home with
activities and tickets!

Launch Explore Summarize (LES)
https://tools4ncteachers.com/resources/4-fourth-grade/additional-resources/cluster-1/brieflaunchexplorediscusslesson.pdf
Launch using 3 Reads protocol so students access the context and content to explore the Big Idea concept or skill in the problem.
Explore allows students to explore a problem, which will help them to analyze and generalize a concept or skill in the problem.
Summarize encourages students to share their discoveries about a concept or skill in the problem.

LAUNCH (5 minutes)
*First read the story problem, instead of saying any number say “some” (instead of 10 apples, say some apples)
“What is the Problem About?”
*Second read the story problem as it is written and focus on the question or what your solution will show
“What is the Question?”
*Third read the story problem as it is written and focus on the information you will need for your strategy and your solution
“What is the important Information?”
EXPLORE (10 minutes)
Student answers the question using as many strategies as they can within the time limit
SUMMARIZE (5 minutes)
Student explains their thinking for one or all strategies they used to answer the question

3 Reads Protocol
http://www.fosteringmathpractices.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/3-Reads-Student-Notetaker-Template-.pdf
Is the problem about Get more (+), or Get more of even groups (x)
Is the problem about Give away (-), or Give away even groups (÷)
Is the problem about Bring together (+), or Bring together even groups (x)
Is the problem about Take apart/sort (-), or Take apart/sort even groups (÷)
Is the problem about Compare, or Compare even groups

LAUNCH, EXPLORE, SUMMARIZE (LES) STORY PROBLEMS

Monday
Connor wants to purchase a playground for his pet hamster, but the price is outside of his budget.
He asks his sister to split the cost of a new hamster playground since they share the pet hamster named Fred.
If the hamster playground costs $64.00 with tax, how much will Connor and his sister each pay for the playground?
Tuesday
Tevin and his sister are searching for a card and flowers to give to their reading teacher at school.
Tevin wants to purchase $12.00 worth of purple flowers because purple is the reading teacher’s favorite color.
If the card and purple flowers cost $16.80 with tax, how much will Tevin and his sister each spend on their gift?
Wednesday
Chloë and her friends are heading to the Let it Go Frozen Treats dessert shop near their apartments.
The frozen treats are different sizes and costs but Chloë and her 4 friends have only $25.00 total to spend.
If all 5 friends purchase the same size at the same cost, how much can each friend spend on a frozen treat?
Thursday
Eva and her brother are looking to purchase something as a thank you for their two school principals.
They want to give each principal a special pencil that costs $8.00 and a flashing button that costs $5.00.
If they share the cost equally, and each principal gets a pencil and button, how much will each need to spend?
Friday
Lukas wants to buy a fancy medium pizza with unlimited toppings for $25.00 including tax.
How many friends would Lukas need to share the cost equally if he only wants to spend $12.50?
How many friends would Lukas need to share the cost equally if he only wants to spend $6.25?
How many friends would Lukas need to share the cost equally if he only wants to spend $1.25?

3 ACT TASK “Do the Dew”
MONDAY
Act 1 – Watch the video and answer each question [read the directions]
VIDEO https://vimeo.com/86619134
QUESTIONS
Each answer is your estimate*
Each answer must have a “too high” estimate and a “too low” estimate
*an estimate is a close judgment of the value, number, or quantity of something

1) How many cups of sugar do you think are in one (1) can of Mtn Dew?

I think there are _________ cups because _________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________.

2) How many cups of sugar do you think are in the case of twelve (12) cans of Mtn Dew?

I think there are _________ cups because _________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________.

MONDAY continued
Act 2 – Look at the image and determine how many cups of sugar are found in one (1) can of Mtn Dew
Hint: 46 grams of sugar is approximately equal to

1
5

cup

One (1) can of Mtn Dew has about _____ cup(s) of sugar per serving size.

TUESDAY
ACT 3 – Show at least two strategies to explain how many cups of sugar can be found in one case of Mtn Dew*

Strategy 1 ______ cup(s) of sugar

Strategy 2 ______ cup(s) of sugar
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*one (1) case of Mtn Dew = twelve (12) cans of Mtn Dew

